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Course Description 
 
This seminar familiarizes students with theories and 
global histories of one of the most formidable 
forces in shaping our contemporary world: 
nationalism—a movement, principle, discourse, or 
ideology that after several decades of swan songs 
has recently witnessed a powerful resurgence. The 
course starts with an interdisciplinary introduction 
to the most common theoretical approaches to the 
study of nationalism. The longer second part 
enquires about the reasons behind the global spread 
of nationalism, discussing case studies from 
Europe, Asia, Africa, and Latin America since the 
early nineteenth century. We will also engage with 
recent revisionist approaches to the study of 
imperial decline and nation-state formation, which 
have stressed the unforeseeable and contingent 
nature of transitions from empire to nation, 
especially in the Habsburg and French colonial 
setting. The ultimate aim is to provide students with 
a firmer grasp of how manifold forms of 
nationalism have molded our contemporary world. 
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Office hours 
Tuesday 10:00–12:00 
 
 

ASSISTANT 
 
Michele Sollai 
michele.sollai@graduateinstitute.ch 
 
 
Office hours 
Tuesdays 10:15–12:15 
 

 
 

 

Syllabus 
 
Course Requirements 
 
1. Term Paper: 50% of final grade; 4,000 words; deadline June 7 (by email to professor and TA) 
 
Term papers of 4,000 words (including the footnotes, but excluding the bibliography) should deal with a clearly 
circumscribed historical topic and address a viable research question. Topic and question should be related to 
nationalism, be developed by the student, and discussed in advance with the instructor. For this purpose, 
students must submit a 300-word abstract by April 12, which states the title, topic, question, and structure of 
the future paper. This serves as a basis for discussion in the office hour.  
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Once you submitted your abstract please make an appointment here:  
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ECmV28YZOkGQrTE6_UVThlx8Bmjlw2MfYvmGhN6Tzq4/edit#gi
d=0  

For general reference of how to write term papers, please read the guidelines carefully. One session (March 9) 
will be devoted to academic writing. When in doubt you can also refer to this online guide for writing 
academic research papers: https://writing.wisc.edu/Handbook/index.html  

2. Book Presentation and Review: 20% of final grade; 800–1,000 words; deadline Friday noon before class 
presentation. From the week-by-week list below you must choose one book to present in class and write a 
review of it. Book reviews are standalone pieces of 800–1,000 words, which should summarize the book’s 
content (ideally not on a chapter-by-chapter basis, but as a whole), approach, and main arguments in relation to 
the wider historiography of the relevant topic. They should also contain explicit praise and/or criticism. For 
reference, please read yourself through the book reviews of the American Historical Review as well as prior 
reviews of the book that you pick. The reviews must be submitted to all course participants by Friday noon 
before your presentation of the book. At the same time, students must make an appointment for the office hour 
to discuss their review. 
 
The book presentation should be concise (7 minutes as an absolute maximum) and refrain from summarizing 
the book’s content once more, which through your written review will be known to all course participants 
before your presentation. Rather, it should relate the book’s arguments to the general required reading of the 
session in which you present the book. Does it support or complement the arguments made in the required 
reading? In what way? Does it shed a different light on them or contradict them? Your presentation should thus 
serve as an opener of the discussion rather than as a standalone review. 
 
3. Class Participation: 30% of final grade 
 
Just like an orchestra, a history seminar is only as good as the individual effort of all its participants. Please 
come to every class equipped with a thorough reading of the assigned texts, prepared answers to the questions 
that you find below for each session, as well as questions of your own. Make yourself heard in class and we 
will all benefit as a group. 
 
 
Course Structure 
 
The course begins with a short overview of the major competing theoretical paradigms in the study of 
nationalism (modernism and “primordialism”), as well as a discussion of Benedict Anderson’s classic Imagined 
Communities. Thereafter, we have some sessions about the relationship between nationalism and some other 
topic or approach (such as nationalism and sexuality, or nationalism and genocide), but for the most part the 
seminar will address the question of the global spread of nationalism and the nation-state: How did we get from 
a world dominated by empires about two hundred years ago to one dominated by nation-states today? How did 
nationalism travel? And above all, to what extent, or in what ways, was this a contingent process if looked at 
from a global angle? The seminar’s last block, consisting of three sessions dealing with the histories of imperial 
breakup and nation-state formation—here primarily on the basis of the Habsburg and French imperial 
examples. 
 
As a whole, the seminar focuses on the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the main period during which 
nationalism spread globally. Although a significant part of the seminar deals with European examples, the 
course nonetheless seeks to overcome the Eurocentrism that has been typical of much theorizing about 
nationalism. Even as about half of the examples we will discuss refer to European history, cases drawn from 
Latin America, Asia, and Africa therefore also play a significant role.  
 
Please read the topical introduction and the question for each week below and come to class prepared with an 
answer. In order to spread participation in our discussion, I will typically ask one student per week to offer their 
thoughts on these questions, so to kick-start our discussion. Some of the more topical weeks include the reading 
of different kinds of primary sources. This isn’t much work, but hopefully helps the discussion. So, please look 
at these sources with the question in mind of whether they support or contradict—or how they relate to—the 
main argument of the required reading in that week. 
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1. February 17: Introduction 
 
Who are we? Distribution of presentations. 
 
Methods and Techniques:  
 
How to prepare and deliver a good presentation. The 5–7-minute rule, brevity, and precision. 
 

2. February 24: The Modernist Paradigm 
 
Topic/Question:  
 
This session introduces us to the most widespread paradigm in the study of nationalism, usually referred to as 
“modernism.” Modernists like Gellner or Hobsbawm argue that nations were “invented” or made by 
nationalists. States, intellectuals, and the bourgeoisie typically play a crucial role in this history. It makes sense 
to start by reading the Breuilly text, which clearly lays out the field, and then follow with the short extracts by 
Gellner and Hobsbawm to give you a flavor of their writing. The main questions that will guide our discussion 
are: What conditions are necessary for the emergence of nationalism according to these authors? How does 
nationalism relate to nations and to nation-states in their view? 
 
Required Reading:  
 
John Breuilly, “Approaches to Nationalism,” in Mapping the Nation, ed. Gopal Balakrishnan (London: Verso, 
1996), 146–174. 
 
Ernest Gellner, “Nationalism and Modernization,” in Nationalism, ed. John Hutchinson and Anthony D. Smith 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), 55–62. 
 
Eric Hobsbawm, “The Nation as Invented Tradition,” in Nationalism, ed. John Hutchinson and Anthony D. 
Smith (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), 76–82. 
 

3. March 2: Primordialist Challenges 
 
Topic/Question:  
 
This week we will look at the “primordialist” challenge to the modernist paradigm. Although, chronologically, 
primordialist approaches to nationalism preceded the modernist accounts, they have been slightly less dominant 
in history and the social sciences since the 1980s, especially outside of the narrower field of nationalism 
studies. Within this field, however, they have been important, especially in the relatively moderate form 
represented by Anthony Smith, which he himself designated “ethno-symbolism.” These authors typically stress 
the popularity of national feelings and the conditions on which nationalist ideologies succeed. Our main 
question is: What differentiates the arguments of these authors from those discussed in the previous week? And 
finally, please think about which side you find more convincing and why? 
 
Required Reading:  
 
Anthony Smith, “The Nation: Real or Imagined?” Nations and Nationalism 2, no. 3 (1996): 357–365. 
 
John Armstrong, “Nations before Nationalism,” in Nationalism, ed. John Hutchinson and Anthony D. Smith 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), 140–146. 
 
Anthony D. Smith, “The Origin of Nations,” in Nationalism, ed. John Hutchinson and Anthony D. Smith 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), 147–153. 
 
Possible Presentations / Reviews: 
 
Aviel Roshwald, The Endurance of Nationalism: Ancient Roots and Moral Dilemmas (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2006). 
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Anthony Smith, Nationalism and Modernism: A Critical Survey of Recent Theories of Nations and Nationalism 
(London and New York: Routledge, 1998).    
 

4. March 9: How to Write a Good Term Paper  

Please read carefully the guidelines and come prepared to discuss specific matters that in your eyes arise from 
these guidelines.  
 

5. March 16: Imagined Communities: Creole Pioneers? 
 
Topic/Question:  
 
Benedict Anderson’s book Imagined Communities is by far the most famous, and most cited account of what 
nationalism is and where it came from—often referred to beyond history, beyond the humanities, and even 
beyond academe. We will try to grasp the general outlines of Anderson’s argument by reading his very short 
introduction and the book’s table of contents (as well as the Wikipedia entry, if you like), but then home in on a 
less known aspect of the book: its locating of the origins of modern nationalism in eighteenth-century Spanish 
America—something that historians of Latin America found fascinating and helpful for their cause, but at the 
same time implausible in the light of Anderson’s broader argument and their own research. It is this central 
tension that will concern us in this session, based on Lomnitz’s discussion of nationalism in early nineteenth-
century Mexico (and the source). Our main questions are thus: How persuasive is Anderson’s account of the 
“Creole pioneers” of nationalism when judged against evidence from early nineteenth-century Mexico? Does it 
make sense to treat these “Creole pioneers” as nationalists? 
 
Required Reading:  
 
Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflection on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London: 
Verso, 1991), 1–8 and 47–66.  
 
Claudio Lomnitz, “Nationalism as a Practical System: Benedict Anderson’s Theory of Nationalism from the 
Vantage Point of Spanish America,” in The Other Mirror: Grand Theory through the Lens of Latin America, 
ed. Miguel Angel Centeno and Fernando López-Alves (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001), 329–359.  
 
Source (also required): 
 
José María Morelos: “Sentiments of the Nation, or Points outlined by Morelos for the Constitution,” in The 
Mexico Reader, ed. Gilbert M. Joseph and Timothy J. Henderson (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2002), 
189–191. 
 
Possible Presentations / Reviews: 
 
John Charles Chasteen and Sarah Castro-Klarén, eds., Beyond Imagined Communities: Reading and Writing 
the Nation in Nineteenth-Century Latin America (Washington, DC: Woodrow Wilson Center Press, 2003). 
          
Scott Eastman, Preaching Spanish Nationalism Across the Hispanic Atlantic, 1759–1823 (Baton Rouge: 
Lousiana State University Press, 2011). 
     
Methods and Techniques:  
 
Formulating good research questions 
 

6. March 23: The Civic-Ethnic Dichotomy 
 
Topic/Question:  
 
Theorists of nationalism have long distinguished between civic understandings of nationhood, which regulate 
access to the community on the basis of political, usually territorial, membership; and ethnic understandings of 
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nationhood, according to which someone belongs to the nation (or not) on the basis of descent. As exemplified 
in the classic book by Brubaker (see presentations below), the distinction maps onto different forms of 
awarding citizenship, such as France’s jus soli versus Germany’s jus sanguinis. Philosophers like Fichte, from 
whom we read a short extract, have often been treated as forerunners of ethnic nationalism. But does the 
distinction really make sense? This is our main question, for which we should first try to understand the 
dichotomy conceptually, before proceeding to debate the main readings, which both call its usefulness into 
question. 
 
Required Reading: 
 
Rogers Brubaker, “The Manichean Myth: Rethinking the Distinction Between ‘Civic’ and ‘Ethnic’ 
Nationalism,” in Nation and National Identity: The European Experience in Perspective, ed. Hanspeter Kriesl 
et.al. (Zurich: Rüegger, 1999), 55–72. 
 
Bernard Yack, “Popular Sovereignty and Nationalism,” Political Theory 29, no. 4 (2001): 517–536. 
 
Source (also required): 
 
Johann Gottlieb Fichte, “The Foundations of Natural Law According to the Principles of the Theory of 
Science” and “ Addresses to the German Nation”, in The Nationalism Reader, ed. Omar Dahbour and 
Micheline R. Ishay (Atlantic Highlands, NJ: Humanities Press, 1995), 62–70. 
 
Possible Presentations / Reviews:  
 
Rogers Brubaker, Citizenship and Nationhood in France and Germany (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1992).         
 
Liah Greenfeld, Nationalism: Five Roads to Modernity (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1992). 
            
Oliver Zimmer, A Contested Nation: History, Memory and Nationalism in Switzerland, 1761–1891 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003).      
 

7. TBS: The Spread of Nationalism 1 
 
Topic/Question: 
 
From this week on, we will focus particularly on the question of why nation-states became the predominant 
model of political communities across much of the world during the last two centuries. The article by Wimmer 
and Feinstein addresses this question of why directly, whereas Manu Goswami engages more specifically with 
the socio-economic conditions for the spread of nationalism that Benedict Anderson identifies, and the question 
of how this aspect of Anderson’s theory fits the non-European world. Our question will thus be twofold: Why, 
according to the articles, did the nation-state spread across the world? What specific problems arise from a 
diffusionist model in which nationalism originated in Europe and then engulfed the rest of the world? 
 
Required Reading:  
 
Andreas Wimmer and Yuval Feinstein, “The Rise of the Nation-State Across the World, 1816 to 2001,” 
American Sociological Review 75 (2010): 764–790. 
 
Manu Goswami, “Rethinking the Modular Nation Form: Toward a Sociohistorical Conception of Nationalism,” 
Comparative Studies in Society and History 22, no. 4 (2002): 770–799. 
Possible Presentations / Reviews:  
 
Lloyd S. Kramer, Nationalism in Europe and America: Politics, Culture, and Identities Since 1775 (Chapel 
Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2011).      
 
Michael Goebel, Anti-Imperial Metropolis: Interwar Paris and the Seeds of Third World Nationalism (New 
York and Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015). 
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8. April 6: The Spread of Nationalism 2  
 
Topic/Question: 
 
This session deals with the various historical waves, or “epidemics” in the language of David Armitage, in 
which new nation-states were founded across the world since the late eighteenth century. It makes sense to read 
Armitage first, then Manela, then the review of his book, which is essentially a long version of the article that 
we read here. Three main questions will guide our discussion: a) what accounts for the relative simultaneity, 
with which several nation-states were founded in successive waves? b) What are we to make of this 
simultaneity with a view to global history? c) On the basis of the examples of the readings, why did the nation-
state appear to be an attractive option to the historical protagonists? 
 
Required Reading: 
 
David Armitage, “The Contagion of Sovereignty: Declarations of Independence since 1776,” South African 
Historical Journal 52, no. 1 (2005): 1–18. 
 
Erez Manela, “Dawn of a New Era: The ‘Wilsonian Moment’ in Colonial Contexts and the Transformation of 
World Order, 1917–1920,” in Competing Visions of World Order: Global Moments and Movements, 1880s–
1930s, ed. Sebastian Conrad and Dominic Sachsenmaier (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 121–149. 
 
Rebecca Karl, review of The Wilsonian Moment: Self-Determination and the International Origins of 
Anticolonial Nationalism by Erez Manela, The American Historical Review 113, no. 5 (2008): 1474–1476. 
 
Source (also required): 
 
Ho Chi Minh, “Declaration of Independence of Vietnam,” September 2, 1945: 
http://historymatters.gmu.edu/d/5139/ (accessed April 3, 2018). 
 
Possible Presentations / Reviews: 
 
Mark Philip Bradley, Imagining Vietnam and America: The Making of Postcolonial Vietnam, 1919–1950 
(Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2000).    
 
Volker Prott, The Politics of Self-Determination: Remaking Territories and National Identities in Europe, 
1917–1923  (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016).     
 

9. April 20: Nationalism, Ethnic Exclusion, and Genocide 
 
Topic/Question:  
 
This week and the next are a hiatus for our question about the global spread of nationalism. Instead, they 
address specific topics in their relationship with nationalism; this week ethnic exclusion and genocide. Ethnic 
nationalism is widely seen as a prerequisite for ethnic cleansing and genocide, a term that in Raphael Lemkin’s 
famous definition refers in itself to “a national, ethnic, racial, or religious group.” Most events conventionally 
classified as genocides fit this bill—with one major exception on which we will focus: the Cambodian 
Genocide of the late 1970s, which perhaps did not primarily, or only, target any group defined in Lemkin’s 
sense (though it did also). Hence our question: Is it useful to understand the Cambodian Genocide as an 
instance of the history of nationalism? The book presentation on the Armenian Genocide will serve as a 
comparative example. 
 
Required Reading: 
 
Robert Gellately and and Ben Kiernan, “The Study of Mass Murder and Genocide,” in their The Specter of 
Genocide: Mass Murder in Historical Perspective (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 3–28. 
 
Ben Kiernan, “Myth, Nationalism and Genocide,” Journal of Genocide Research, 3, no. 1 (2001): 187–206. 
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Sources (also required): 
 
“In One Hand Holding a Gun, in the Other Hand a Hoe, Defending and Building the Motherland,” Khmer Song 
translated by John Marston in his “Khmer Rouge Songs,” Crossroads: An Interdisciplinary Journal of 
Southeast Asian Studies, vol. 16, no. 1 (2002), 100-127, the song: 112–113.  
 
Department of Press and Information of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Democratic Kampuchea, “By Way 
of Conclusion” in Black Paper: Facts and Evidences of the Acts of Aggression and Annexation of Vietnam 
against Kampuchea (1978), 85–89. 
 
Possible Presentations / Reviews: 
 
Ben Kiernan, Blood and Soil: A World History of Genocide and Extermination from Sparta to Darfur (New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2007).     
 
Ronald Grigor Suny, “They Can Live in the Desert, but Nowhere Else”: A History of the Armenian Genocide 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2015).   
 
Johann Chapoutot, La loi du sang. Penser et agir en nazi (Editions Gallimard, 2014).   
 
Methods and Techniques: Finding and dealing with primary sources 
 

10.  April 27: Nationalism and Sexuality 
 
Topic/Question:  
 
Although today it is almost a cliché that nations are gendered, until the 1990s there was very little historical 
scholarship, beyond George Mosse’s book (see presentations) on the relationship between nationalism, gender, 
and sexuality—perhaps in part because this relationship has often been so variegated as to be difficult to 
pinpoint for a general theory. Here, we try to combine an attempt at sociologically typologizing this 
relationship with a concrete historical example (Kosovo in the 1980s and 90s). Our general question is: Why 
and how do issues of gender and sexuality become such an intrinsic part of nationalism? 
 
Required Reading: 
 
Sam Pryke, “Nationalism and Sexuality, What are the Issues?” Nations and Nationalism 4, no. 4 (1998): 529–
546.  
 
Wendy Bracewell, “Rape in Kosovo: Masculinity and Serbian Nationalism,” Nations and Nationalism 6, no. 4 
(2000): 563–590. 
 
Sources (also required): 
 
“Petition by Belgrade Intellectuals,” 1986, in The Destruction of Yugoslavia: Tracking the Break-Up, 1980–92 
(London: Verso, 1993), 49–52.  
 
Read wikipedia article on Đorđe Martinović: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C4%90or%C4%91e_Martinovi%C4%87 
 
Have a look at the painting “Crucifixion of Djordje Martinovic” by Miodrag Mica Popovic on Google Images  
 
Possible Presentations / Reviews: 
 
George Mosse, Nationalism and Sexuality: Respectability and Abnormal Sexuality in Modern Europe (New 
York, 1985).         
 
Jacqueline Couti, Dangerous Creole Liaisons: Sexuality and Nationalism in French Caribbean Discourses 
from 1806 to 1897 (Liverpool : Liverpool University Press, 2016). 
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11. May 4: Nationalism and Empire 1 
 
Topic/Question:  
 
Our last three sessions concern the transition from multinational empires to nation-states, particularly in the 
twentieth century. In this week we look at this issue from a broad comparative angle, for which you should start 
by reading the review of the Berger/Miller volume by Roshwald and then dive into the two examples from that 
volume. The broad question that we will discuss in this week and the two following ones is quite how doomed 
empires were; or in more general terms still: Why did empires give way to nation-states and how contingent 
was that process? In addition, this week we will discuss what a comparative angle can bring to the table of this 
problem. 
 
Required Reading: 
 
Aviel Roshwald, review of Stefan Berger and Alexei Miller, eds., Nationalizing Empires (Budapest: Central 
European University Press, 2014), in H-Nationalism (January, 2016): https://networks.h-
net.org/node/3911/reviews/106731/roshwald-berger-and-miller-nationalizing-empires  
 
Jörn Leonhard, “Multi-Ethnic Empires and Nation-Building: Comparative Perspectives on the late Nineteenth 
Century and the First World War,” in Nationalizing Empires, ed. Stefan Berger and Alexei Miller (Budapest: 
Central European University Press, 2014), 629–646. 
 
Dominic Lieven, “Empires and their Core Territories on the Eve of 1914: A Comment,” in Nationalizing 
Empires, ed. Stefan Berger and Alexei Miller (Budapest: Central European University Press, 2014), 647–660. 
 
Possible Presentations / Reviews: 
 
Julia Phillips Cohen, Becoming Ottomans: Sephardi Jews and Imperial Citizenship in the Modern Era (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2014).       
 
Linda Colley, Britons: Forging the Nation 1707–1837 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992). 
 
Aviel Roshwald, Ethnic Nationalism and the Fall of Empires: Central Europe, Russia, and the Middle East, 
1914–1923 (New York: Routledge, 2001).       
 

12. May 11: Nationalism and Empire 2 
 
Topic/Question:  
 
This session deals with the breakup of the Habsburg Empire in the wake of WWI. Once disparaged as a “prison 
of the peoples,” more recent historians, such as Pieter Judson, have issued the Habsburg Empire “a clean bill of 
health,” as Richard Evans remarks in a critical review of Judson’s last book. Starting from the two book 
presentations, we will discuss quite how widespread national feelings were in the late Habsburg Empire, how 
important these were for the political future of the empire, and what this means more broadly for the history of 
nationalism. 
 
Required Reading: 
 
Laurence Cole, “Visions and Revisions of Empire: Reflections on a New History of the Habsburg Monarchy,” 
Austrian History Yearbook 49 (2018): 261–280. 
 
Pieter Judson, The Habsburg Empire: A New History (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2016), 1–15.  
 
Richard Evans, “A Liberal Empire? Ruled from the Spas?” The New York Review of Books 64, no. 5 (2017): 
36–39. 
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Possible Presentations / Reviews: 
 
Pieter Judson, Guardians of the Nation: Activists on the Language Frontiers of Imperial Austria (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 2006).      
 
Tara Zahra, Kidnapped Souls: National Indifference and the Battle for Children in Bohemian Lands, 1900–
1948 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2008).   
 

13. May 18: Nationalism and Empire 3 
 
Topic/Question:  
 
Our last session addresses the breakup of the French Empire in the aftermath of WWII. Historians like 
Frederick Cooper have forcefully argued that this breakup, and the empire’s replacement with independent 
nation-states, should not be seen as foreordained—or even necessarily desirable. Drayton and Moyn disagree. 
What are the two sides’ arguments and which do you ultimately find more compelling? 
 
Required Reading: 
 
Frederick Cooper, “Africa and the Nation-State,” in his Africa in the World: Capitalism, Empire, Nation-State 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2014), 66–89. 
 
Richard Drayton, “Federal Utopias and the Realities of Imperial Power,” Comparative Studies of South Asia, 
Africa, and the Middle East 37, no. 2 (2017): 401–406.  
 
Frederick Cooper, “Routes of Empire,” Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa, and the Middle East 37, no. 
2 (2017): 406–411. 
 
Samuel Moyn, “Fantasies of Federalism,” Dissent 62 (2015): 145–151 (available online at 
https://www.dissentmagazine.org/article/fantasies-of-federalism)  
 
Source (also required): 
 
Léopold Sédar Senghor, “On African Socialism,” in The Nationalism Reader, ed. Omar Dahbour and 
Micheline R. Ishay (Atlantic Highlands, NJ: Humanity Books, 1995), 268–273. 
 
Possible Presentations / Reviews: 
 
Frederick Cooper, Citizenship Between Empire and Nation: Remaking France and French Africa, 1945–1960 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2014).    
 
Todd Shepard, The Invention of Decolonization: The Algerian War and the Remaking of France (Ithaca, NY: 
Cornell University Press, 2006).        
 
Gary Wilder, Freedom Time: Negritude, Decolonization, and the Future World (Durham, NC: Duke University 
Press, 2015). 
 

14. May 25: A Nationalist Resurgence? 
 
Topic/Question:  
 
In our last meeting we will see how much of what we discussed in this seminar from a historical perspective is 
applicable or useful for understanding current international affairs, and in what way. We will do so by looking 
at several articles published in an issue of Foreign Affairs in 2019, entitled “The New Nationalism.” What are 
the main lines of agreement and disagreement among the authors here? What is “new” about the nationalism 
they describe, and what is not? Does the contemporary situation compel us to review our historical 
understanding of nationalism, and vice versa?  
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Required Reading:  
 
Andreas Wimmer, “Why Nationalism Works: And Why It Isn’t Going Away,” Foreign Affairs 98, no. 2 
(2019): 27–34.  
 
Jill Lepore, “A New Americanism: Why a Nation Needs a National Story,” Foreign Affairs 98, no. 2 (2019): 
10– 19.  
 
Kwame Anthony Appiah, “The Importance of Elsewhere: In Defense of Cosmopolitanism,” Foreign Affairs 98, 
no. 2 (2019): 20–26.  
 
Lars-Erik Cederman, “Blood for Soil: The Fatal Temptations of Ethnic Politics,” Foreign Affairs 98, no. 2 
(2019): 61–68.  
 
Jan-Werner Müller, “False Flags: The Myth of the Nationalist Resurgence,” Foreign Affairs 98, no. 2 (2019): 
35– 41.  
 
Yael Tamir, “Building a Better Nationalism: The Nation’s Place in a Globalized World,” Foreign Affairs 98, 
no. 2 (2019): 48–52.  
 
Possible Presentations / Reviews: 
 
Cas Mudde, The Far Right Today (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2019). 
 
Jan-Werner Müller, What Is Populism? (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2016).  
 
Yascha Mounk, The People vs. Democracy: Why Our Freedom Is in Danger and How to Save It (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2019).  
 
 


